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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract

EYEEYEEYEEYE CONTACTCONTACTCONTACTCONTACT

Yao Chen, MFA

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013

Supervisor: Susan E Mickey

Eye contact is a research and installation projects about the westernization process

of bridal costume from 1900 to 2012 in both China and the Chinese immigrant

community in America. The project focuses on the bride’s wedding costume to present

the development of social status of women in both China and Chinese immigrant

community in America.
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ChapterChapterChapterChapter One:One:One:One: IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

My thesis is about the Westernization process of Chinese immigrant women in

America (1900-2013). I am now focusing on the bride’s wedding costume as an example

of this cultural phenomenon.

Westernization means a process of “bringing customs, business methods etc that

are typical of Europe and the U.S.A to other countries.”1Westernization changed the

traditions in the Chinese immigration group in many ways. This process worked to free

women from a dependent status. Chinese women in the early 20th traditionally were

subject to a male dominated culture. In the beginning of the last century, women came to

America as dependents of men in the position of servitude as wives and maids. However,

tough living standards in the United States led them into the job market. They became an

active part of the American community. One Chinese immigrant woman spoke about

working in America in the early part of the century: “Your grand father grew potatoes in

Stockton and though I was busy enough at San Francisco. I sewed on a foot –treadle

machine, made buttons, and wove loose threads (did finishing works).2” There were also

economic opportunities for women outside of the home in the 1920s and through the

depression.3 Another Chinese immigrant woman speaking of her children: “…..Not until

you were all in school did I sew in the factory, but I would bring work home at night.”4

We can see Chinese women still kept themselves at home with children. However, they

1 P1640 Longman Advanced American Dictionary.
2.P92 from interview of a Chinese immigrant woman arrived America in the turning of
century. Yung Judy, Unbound Voice, A social history of Chinese Women in San
Francisco, Berkley: University of California Press,1995
3 P4 Same as above
4 P93 interview of a Chinese immigrant woman arrived America during 1930’s. same as
above
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would try to work as much as they could to support the family finances. During the late

1940’s, American born daughters got the chance to go to public school, church and social

organizations and they were more able to work and became more independent than their

mothers and grandmothers. Chinese immigrant women started to get rid of the traditional

values of women and became more active in society overall.

I wish to use the bridal wedding costume as a medium and lens for presenting the

women’s Westernization process in the Chinese immigrant community. The wedding

costume is rich in historic heritage and is influenced quickly by period fashion of the

same time. It is a worthy resource for expressing the cultural phenomenon of

Westernization. This thesis and accompanied installation illustrates how women got rid

of the delicate but heavy bridal decoration in traditional Chinese ceremonies and evolved

into a more western lightweight garment with less decoration.

I moved to America in 2010 for higher education. The different environment here

made me experience a great cultural exploration and at the same time I started to meet

girls and women from the Chinese immigrant community. Even though they have the

same skin and hair color, females from this American community dressed themselves in a

totally different color palette, hair-styles and accessories from the females I know in

China. This phenomenon and the reasons for it interested me. Also, I started to ask: In

what way has the life style changed for Chinese in both the United States and China in

the past 100 years? What led the Chinese immigrant community to accept a new way of

dressing and hair styling? How many traditions do we still have in our lives right now?

Do we need them? How can we preserve them? These questions led me to begin the

discovery of a very important process that has happened in modern China and even in all

of Asia----that of Westernization. It is also interesting to see the two different processes

of Westernization in China and in the Chinese immigrant community.
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The Chinese immigrant community here in United States experienced this process

of Westernization quickly. As a minority in the United States, they needed to fit into the

society quickly and Westernization changed many of the values and traditions in this

community. One of the most profound changes was the status held by Chinese women. I

chose the wedding dress as a lens through which to examine and better understand the

Chinese female expression through a documentation of a specific type of clothing.
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ChapterChapterChapterChapter Two:Two:Two:Two: ImmigrationImmigrationImmigrationImmigration HistoryHistoryHistoryHistory

The reason and process of the Chinese female immigrants in America is

complicate and involves a lot of cultural conflict and tradition. American scholars writing

about Chinese American women like Judy Yung and Huping Lin have published several

books for exploration. Huping Lin mentioned: “The Traditional Chinese philosophy

provided an ideological system in which women were believed to be inferior and

therefore they had to subject to male dominance. And this ideological theory justified and

perpetuated women’s lower socioeconomic status. ”5in her book Surviving on the Golden

Mountain.

She classified them into three categories: (1) Early Chinese immigrant Women

(1840s-1943). (2) Postwar Chinese American Women (1943-1965) （ 3 ）

Contemporary Chinese American Women (1965-Now). She believed “Early Chinese

immigrant women were ‘pushed’ by forces in China and ‘pulled’ by attractions in the

United States.”6 The “Push” means natural disaster and internal upheavals in China.

Most of them came as laborers or business-men’s dependant wives, daughters or maids.

“World war II proved to be a turning point for Chinese American women.”7 Instead of

immigrating for family reasons, “postwar Chinese immigrant women emigrated for

individual reasons such as education and job opportunities.”8They devoted themselves to

new employment opportunities, family lives, social activities and community works.

Huping believed that there was a new turning point for Chinese American women from

5 P18 Huping Ling,, Surviving on the Golden Mountain-A history of Chinese American
women and their lives, State University of New York Press,1990.
6 P20 same as above
7 P113 same as above
8 P113 same as above
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1960s to 1990s.9 For instance, they started to gain educational and occupational

achievement, participating in mainstream politics and appreciating Chinese heritage and

tradition. In the new century, Chinese women started to immigrate to America for

education, job opportunities and to move forward in their active roles in American

society.

9 P139 same as above
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ChapterChapterChapterChapter Three:Three:Three:Three: ThesisThesisThesisThesis ProjectProjectProjectProject

My thesis paper includes goal, processes, research, installation and related

analysis. The installation contains one scroll and two dolls. The scroll presents the

process of Westernization of the brides wedding costume from 1900 to 2012 within the

Chinese immigrant community. It is inspired by an ancient event recording the scroll in

ancient China----<Han Xi Zai at evening banquet>. It is a scroll painted by Hongzhong

Gu to record the process of a banquet around in the 10th century.

I divided the century into five decades for illustration. Each section contains a

lively wedding ceremony image from my visual or text research. This scroll is painted in

water color.

Two dolls are positioned at the beginning and the end of the scroll, facing each

other. The first one is a bride with a traditional wedding costume from Ancient China

(Mid 19th century). The other one wears a modern wedding gown of the 21st century.

The early status of Chinese immigrant women as men’s toys or dependents caused

the choice of a doll as part of the installation. Traditionally, it is true that women were

treated as private doll to be played by men from ancient China; bound feet and straight

covered costumes are just two of the examples of this objectification. It is interesting for

me to use this historical / old definition of Chinese women to present the process of their

liberty.
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ChapterChapterChapterChapter Four:Four:Four:Four: Installation-DollsInstallation-DollsInstallation-DollsInstallation-Dolls andandandand ScrollScrollScrollScroll

FirstFirstFirstFirst IllustrationIllustrationIllustrationIllustration (1900)(1900)(1900)(1900)

Figure 1: a Chinese Bride, San Francisco, 190010 Illustration 1

This picture (Fig 1) presents the earliest wedding picture from the Chinese

immigrant community from my research. It is a picture of a Chinese bride in San

Francisco, 1900. In the center of the photograph, there is a bride wearing a traditional

female robe and a head piece from late Qing Dynasty (1616-1911) China. She is sitting in

front of a Chinese framed painting and has a chrysanthemum in her hands.

Chrysanthemums are used in funerals instead of weddings in traditional China. So it

might be the hint that this picture was taken in a photo store instead of a real ceremony.

However, it offered us some basic information about the bridal costume in the early

Chinese immigrant community.

10 P27,Huping Ling,, Surviving on the Golden Mountain-A history of Chinese American
women and their lives, State University of New York Press,1990.
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Figure2: Chinese Wedding, 1920s11 Figure3: a Chinese Bride, around
191112

Generally, in this period, the Chinese Bride in America (Figure1) would wear the

same type of wedding costume (Figure 2-3) as was worn in mainland China. They are

hand embroidered female robes and delicate head pieces. We can see many wedding

costumes in the same styles in China in this period. The combination of head pieces and

female robes (Figure 4-6) were used in different social classes with the differences

marked by the amount of decoration and delicacy in these costume and accessories.

11 P34, Cai, Liming, Chinese Wedding: Left your red head cover. Shanghai: shanghai literature & art
publishing, 2001
12 P39 Same as above
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Figure4: Chinese Bride, China13 Figure 5: Farmer’s Wedding China, around 191114

13 P34, Cai, Liming, Chinese Wedding: Left your red head cover. Shanghai: shanghai
literature & art publishing, 2001
14 P45,Wang, Fang, Old Photography in One Hundred year, Shanghai: Economic Daily Press, 1997
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Figure 6: Officer’s Wedding, China, around 191115

Also, red remained as a dominant color for weddings in China in this period. Even

though a lot of archival pictures were black and white (Figure 4-6) , you can still sense

the intensity of the colors in the bride’s costume. In my illustration, I kept the costume

style and pose in the research photography. According to the custom in the traditional

wedding in China, I painted the costume red and set pieces such as bed, lamps and

curtains in order to create a lonely and restricted environment. Also, when you compare

the photographic research with the period American wedding （Figure 7） , there were

giant differences between the wedding outfits.

Figure 7: America,190216

SecondSecondSecondSecond IllustrationIllustrationIllustrationIllustration (1940)(1940)(1940)(1940)

The second illustration (Illustration 2) is a wedding of second generation Chinese

immigrant (Figure 8) to the US. This wedding happened on the west coast in America in

the 1940s. From the research photography, we can see the bride showed in public instead

15 P56, same as above
16 Online Archive: http://backstoryradio.org/committed-to-an-institution-marriage-in-
america/

http://backstoryradio.org/committed-to-an-institution-marriage-in-america/
http://backstoryradio.org/committed-to-an-institution-marriage-in-america/
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of just sequestered in a private space. In the research picture, the groom is tracing the eye

brow make up of the bride. Her wedding costume still maintained the delicate embroidery

and decorations. However, it was much more fitted than the one we see in the

photography from 1900. The length was shortened and the overall shape was more like a

garment of the west. Actually, it was a style that was prevalent during The Republic of

China.

Figure 8: West coast line America, 1940’s17 Illustration 2

Generally, compared to the traditional female robe in Qing Dynasty, it fit the

body better and was more flexible. In the 20s-40s, red was still the dominant color and

silver or gold was the embroidery color. Also, we can see some similar styles (Figure 9-

11) of the bride’s costume in wedding pictures in the same period of China. From this, we

17 P29,Huping Ling,, Surviving on the Golden Mountain-A history of Chinese American
women and their lives, State University of New York Press,1990.
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surmise that there were the communications between the wedding fashions in China and

the Chinese immigrant community in America.

Figure 9: Hong kong, China, 1920’s18 Figure10: Nanjing, China, 1940s19

18 Photo Courtesy: Susan Tsu
19 P24, Wang, Fang, Old Photography in One Hundred year, Shanghai: Economic Daily Press, 1997
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Figure 11: He Bei, China, 1947.320

ThirdThirdThirdThird IllustrationIllustrationIllustrationIllustration (1960)(1960)(1960)(1960)

Illustration 3

20 P34, Same as above
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The third illustration of the 1960’s is based on the wedding pictures of a second

generation Chinese couple in Berkeley, California in the 1960s. From the research

photography (Figure12), you can see the whole wedding ceremony in 1960s is in Western

wedding fashion or (American wedding fashion). All the men wear suits while the bride

has a pure white wedding gown. The Chinese dresses (Figure13) worn by the older guests

are a small hint for the fact that it was a wedding in a Chinese community. And the bride

got the chance to be present in the ceremony and revealed their body shape in a Western

manner.

Figure 12: Berkeley, California,1960’s Figure13: Berkeley, California,1960’s21

When we get the chance to see more wedding pictures (Figure15-16) from this

period of 1960s, we can see the white wedding gown became a primary bridal costume.

At the same time, the groom and the male guests had 3 piece suits which were similar to

a formal American Wedding in 1960s (Figure 14). Chinese style dresses on female guests

hinted at the identity of these new Americans.

21 Figure 12,13, P45, Yung, Judy. The Adventures of Eddie Fung, Seattle and London, University of
Washington Press, 1984
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Figure 14: America,1958.122

Figure 15: America, 1962 Figure16: America, 196323

In China, the wedding fashion changed in severe and stark ways from 1950s-

1970s. After World War II, fabric and decorative trims were in extremely short supply. In

this specific political environment, the wedding in this period became austere and simple

(Figure 17). The wedding costume for brides might just be a red scarf, red top or red hair

accessory. Most families could not afford big ceremony and a simple tea party would be

the solution. Also, a wedding picture in a picture store was considered enough for

memories and records. In the 1960s, military uniforms became extremely prevalent and

even the groom would wear it during the wedding ceremony. This period demonstrate the

22 Online Archive: http://backstoryradio.org/committed-to-an-institution-marriage-in-
america/
23 Figure 15,16: Photo Courtesy: Susan Tsu

http://backstoryradio.org/committed-to-an-institution-marriage-in-america/
http://backstoryradio.org/committed-to-an-institution-marriage-in-america/
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biggest difference between wedding ceremonies in China and Chinese immigrant

community in America.

Figure17: Wedding Pictures, China, from 1950 to 1970s24

TheTheTheThe ForthForthForthForth IllustrationIllustrationIllustrationIllustration

Illustration 4

The forth illustration is based on a research picture in the 1980s. It is interesting to

see how general fashion ideas merge into the wedding costume style. For instance, there

24 P45-49, Wang, Fang, Old Photography in One Hundred year, Shanghai: Economic Daily Press, 1997
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were big proportional pieces we can find in the outfit, such as the bride’s hat, pleated

sleeves and groom’s big bow tie. Furthermore, some typical 80’s fashion styles, such as

large sun glasses on the groom and extravagant curled hair styles, big veils on the bride

could be seen in some more research pictures (Fig24-25).

Figure 18 : America, 1980s Figure 19: America, 1980s25

When we compare the 3 wedding pictures from a wedding in China (Figure 20), a

Wedding in the Chinese immigrant community in American (Figure 21) and a traditional

American wedding of naturalized citizens (Figure 22), we can hardly tell there is

noticeable difference between wedding costumes in these 3 different communities. All

the brides were in white gowns and grooms were in suit and tie. Boutonnieres were used

in all three pictures. And both the Brides in the American wedding pictures wear the

same style of white gown with high collars laced front and trimmed dresses.

25 Figure 18,19: Photo Courtesy: Susan Tsu
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The 1980’s is a period in which the wedding fashion of Chinese / Chinese

immigrant and Caucasian Americans started to merge after almost 30 years of separation.

For China, after the political chaos of the 1960’s and 1970’s, China re-valued the

importance of international communication and started to accept the new idea / fashion

from the Western world again. As a minority population in America, the Chinese

immigrants (especially second generation) accepted the Western (American) fashion in

order to assimilate into the society.

Figure 20: China,198826 Figure 21: America,1980’s27 Figure 22: America,1982.28

TheTheTheThe fifthfifthfifthfifth Illustration:Illustration:Illustration:Illustration:

26 Photo Courtesy: Jianqing Chen
27 Photo Courtesy: Susan Tsu
28 Oneline Archive: http://backstoryradio.org/committed-to-an-institution-marriage-in-
america/

http://backstoryradio.org/committed-to-an-institution-marriage-in-america/
http://backstoryradio.org/committed-to-an-institution-marriage-in-america/
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Illustration 5

Figure 23 : Derek and Emily’s Wedding, Photographer: Adam Tylor, Los Anglous The
Kyoto Hotel29

The last illustration is based on an Asian American Wedding in the 21st century.

The Asian Bride wore a white wedding gown and holds a bouquet. It is difficult to see

trace of an original traditional costume. The groom wore a suit and tie. Together with

three groomsmen and bridesmaids, it was a typical American Wedding.

29 Online Archive:
http://www.adamtaylorweddings.us/kyoto_grand_hotel_wedding.html

http://www.adamtaylorweddings.us/kyoto_grand_hotel_wedding.html
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Figure 24: Austin,201230 Figure 25: Austin,201231

The Pictures (Figure 24-25) are two wedding ceremonies I attended in America.

One was a Wedding for an American couple, another one was a wedding for a Chinese

young couple who are working and studying in the US. It is interesting to see the

similarity of the bride’s costume in these two ceremonies. Both of the girls wore white

wedding gown again and have bright bouquets in their hands and the grooms were in

three pieces suits and ties.

Even today, red still serves as one of the dominant colors in the wedding clothes

in China. Contemporary Chinese brides, especially in areas along the Chinese coastline,

are always interested in choosing two to three outfits for the wedding ceremony.

Typically, the first one is for the formal ceremony is a white weeding gown, the second

one is a red Chinese dress or a colorful evening dress for evening banquets.

30 Photo Courtesy: Renee Berthelette
31 Photo Courtesy:Yiren Guo
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TTTTwowowowo DollsDollsDollsDolls

I costumed two dolls in the installation. One was set at the beginning of the scroll

dressed as a traditional Chinese bride. The other one was set at the end of the scroll as a

bride in the contemporary Chinese American immigrant community. The idea comes

from a 1997 article Fifty Dolls in Minority Costumes and Two consistent Wishes32 in Elle

Magazine. It was about two theatre artists in China who were making dolls dressed in

Chinese costume to represent cultural diversity. I believe dolls are flexible miniatures in

the presenting diverse costume and accessories of the two extremes of the traditional

wedding garment. The whole installation was presented in Coop New Work Festival at

2013.

32P62 EllE, Shanghai Yi Wen Press, Shanghai: 1997
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Figure 26: The First Doll Dressed as a Traditional Chinese Bride
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Figure 27: The Second Doll Dressed as a Chinese American Bride in 21st century
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ChapterChapterChapterChapter Five:Five:Five:Five: ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

As a theatre artist, I work as a culture translator. I treat fabric, lines and color as

cultural language and deeply believe that each culture has its own logic and tone. In this

project, I wish to present the Chinese immigrant community to an American audience

because it is a community with specific customs and traditions which related to my

personal experience, and because I am interested exploring the process of integration in

America.

The major challenge with these dolls was authenticity. For the first doll, which

was dressed in the traditional wedding bride, all the fabric and jewelry pieces are from

the silk market in Shanghai. The second doll, which was dressed as a western bride, is

based on the wedding research pictures in both the Chinese immigrant community and

the mainstream American community. The difference in social status for the Chinese

immigrant women in America in 1900 and 21st century can be seen in the details of the

costume. For the traditional bride, the costume covers the body shape layer by layer and

the curves of the female form can be hardly seen. Except for the hands and face, no skin

is shown. Even for the face, there is a beaded veil to cover the facial expression. The

second doll, however, has a dress that hugs her body much more closely. The bride is

proud of her female features and her fitted sleeves, and low cut neckline show her skin to

the public. It was a very interesting process to re-construct different women’s attitude to

their own body through costume and accessory.

The challenge in creating the scroll was to track the change between the two dolls.

As in performance, the costumes were not the only items that communicated things to the
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audience. For the scroll I had to consider different details, such as the actions, the facial

expression, the scenic elements. The composition of these elements reminded me of the

way live performance is created and it was interesting to utilize the comprehensive

knowledge about lighting and staging I learned in the past three years to finish my

project.

It was a great experience to make this installation and work with American

students. As an international student, it is a challenge for me to work as a project leader

in Coen New Work Festival for language and custom reasons. I wish to say thank you to

all my team members for their help and devotion. They are Jocelyn Pettway, Ian Loveall,

Kelly Ruiz, Malorie Dragna, Eric Gozzillo and Thumper Gosney.
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